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The Translator as Trickster:  
Mark Tarlovskii and Southern Subjectivity

SUSANNA WITT 

Introduction  
One of the heroes in Mark Lipovetsky’s fascinating book Charms of the Cyn-
ical Reason: The Trickster’s Transformations in Soviet and Post-Soviet Cul-
ture (2011), is Andrei Buzykin, the protagonist of Georgii Danelia’s 1979 
film Osennii marafon [Autumn Marathon]. Describing this “involuntary 
trickster”, Lipovetsky comments: “The tricksterish function of mediation is 
emphasized in Buzykin—it is no accident that he is a literary translator.”1 
This fact is not elaborated further, however, and apart from Buzykin and the 
mention of his being “a servant of two masters” (his wife and lover) the topic 
of translation does not surface in the book. This article will provide some-
thing of a counterpart to Lipovetsky’s study by focusing on the career of an 
“involuntary translator”, Mark Tarlovskii—a poet by calling who like many 
of his kind ended up in Soviet culture with the hyphenated identity of poet-
translator, poet-perevodchik. I will approach the literary and biographical 
projects of this figure through the lens of the trickster archetype. Drawing 
on both published and archival material, I will trace Tarlovskii’s navigations 
through what Lipovetsky—applying Sloterdijk’s term (1983)—labels “cyni-
cal culture” in the Soviet 1930s and 1940s. While Lipovetsky’s study may 
shed light on several traits in Tarlovskii’s creative makeup which one may 
find rather intriguing, I would argue that the case of Tarlovskii, in turn, may 
shed some additional light on the phenomenon of the trickster in Soviet cul-
ture at the time. 

Theorizing the trickster 
According to Lipovetsky, the immense popularity enjoyed during Soviet 
times by the trickster (exemplified by figures such as Il’f and Petrov’s Ostap 
Bender, Ehrenburg’s Khulio Khurenito, Aleksei Tolstoi’s Buratino, Buzykin, 
and, stretching into post-Soviet times, Viktor Pelevin’s werefoxes and were-
wolves) was due to “the need to provide symbolic justification to the prac-
tices of the ‘shadow’ economy and sociality—or, in a broader sense, to the 
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mechanisms of cynical survival and deception that existed behind the ideo-
logically approved simulacra of the state-run economy and ‘classless’ soci-
ety.”2 Reality, so to say, paved the way for the genre. As noted by Sheila Fitz-
patrick, the Soviet project itself was based on a reforging of social identities 
which required trickster-like qualities from ordinary people who in the 
search for a “usable self” not infrequently turned to manipulating class ori-
gins, family relations and biographies.3 Often overlooked in studies of “So-
viet subjectivity”, which tend to focus “only on the process of the internali-
zation of Soviet modernization by Soviet subjects”, the contradictions inher-
ent in such transformations, Lipovetsky argues, cannot be ignored when it 
comes to phenomena such as “double thought, mimicry, and cynicism”.4 
Lipovetsky demonstrates that even in the case of Stepan Podlubnyi—a main 
hero in “Soviet subjectivity” studies—we have to do with multiple personae, 
and he concludes: “[t]he ease of inner metamorphoses and intrinsic artis-
tism, demonstrated by an ordinary Soviet subject, finds a direct aesthetic 
manifestation in the trickster trope.”5  

What distinguishes the trickster as a trope in Soviet culture, Lipovestky 
argues, is that the trickster transforms his/her tricks into an art form,6 “using 
comedy to reveal a-systemic elements inherent in Soviet economics, sociality 
and even politics”.7 The case of Mark Tarlovskii is of particular interest here, 
I would argue, because of the difficulties involved in locating the “trope”: it 
seems to manifest itself ubiquitously as an irresistible impulse roaming the 
interface between life and letters.  

The life and (mis)fortunes of Mark Tarlovskii  
Born in the town of Elisavetgrad (now: Kropyvnyts’kyi) in central Ukraine in 
1902, Mark Tarlovskii, the son of a Jewish typographer, began writing poetry 
already before moving to Odessa with his family in 1912. After finishing sec-
ondary school he joined the literary group known as Kollektiv poetov [Poets’ 
Collective] which gathered around the colorful figure of Eduard Bagritskii. 
Other members of the group soon to become famous were Iurii Olesha, Val-
entin Kataev, and Il’ia Il’f, to name just a few. Tarlovskii was particularly in-
fluenced by the poet Georgii Shengeli, a regular appearance in the group who 
was also to join the ranks of poet-translators in the 1930s. In 1922, Tarlovskii 
moved to Moscow, received philological education at Moscow State Univer-
sity and started writing for Ogonek and a variety of other journals. He also 
managed to publish some poetry in periodicals and anthologies. His debut col-
lection appeared in 1928 under the title Ironicheskii sad [The Ironic Garden]. 
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It was a nod to Pushkin’s “Solovei i roza” [The Nightingale and the Rose] writ-
ten a hundred years earlier and elaborated that poem’s motive of an indifferent 
audience to bear ironically on current circumstances. Playful, humorous and 
equilibristic, the book featured an epigraph from Nikolai Gumilev. Although 
it was quite well received by some critics, it was also targeted for being “alien”, 
“detached from the people” and “non-proletarian in spirit”.8  

Tarlovskii’s second collection, Pochtovyi golub’ [Carrier Pigeon] was sub-
mitted to typesetting in the autumn of 1929 but was halted at the stage of the 
first proofs. It appeared in 1932 under the title Bumerang, heavily censored 
and with some additional poems on more orthodox topics. The poet’s third 
and last collection, entitled Rozhdenie rodiny [Birth of the Motherland], was 
published in 1935. One third of this volume consisted of translations of 
propagandistic poems from various “nationalities literatures” with designa-
tions such as “from the Iakut”, “from the Tartar”, “from the Tadzhik”, etc. 
This fact is indicative of a decisive turn in Tarlovskii’s career. From the early 
1930s he was to make a living mainly as a translator, thus acquiring the hy-
phenated title of poet-perevodchik [poet-translator] under which he was to 
be remembered, if at all, until 2009, when a large volume of his original writ-
ings appeared in Moscow, edited by Evgenii Vitkovskii and Vladislav Rez-
vyi.9 It revealed a long series of rejected projects and writings for the drawer. 

Tarlovskii’s later career is perhaps best visualized with the help of a map of 
the USSR and serves well as an illustration to Anthony Pym’s observation that 
translators are generally characterized by “multidiscursive involvement 
(translators usually do more than translate), complex cultural allegiances (they 
are not always faithful or loyal to one side), and physical mobility (they tend 
not to stay in just one place).”10 Distant places visited by Tarlovskii in connec-
tion with various projects, journalistic as well as translational, include Fergana, 
Alma-Ata, Frunze, Aktiubinsk, and Ulan-Ude. Unfortunately, Tarlovskii did 
not live to see the Thaw period, which might have added to his published oeu-
vre. He died of a heart attack in July 1952, seven months before Stalin. 

A manifesto for the hyphen 
In addition to the already mentioned parameter of “transforming the tricks 
into an artform”, the trickster, according to Lipovetsky, is to feature charac-
teristics of “ambivalence and mediation”, “liminality and transgressive vital-
ity”, and “a relation to the sacred.” The first refers to the fact that “all tricksters 
function as cultural mediators that fuse otherwise incompatible features (nat-
ural and artifical, foreign and domestic, animal and human, marginal and 
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mainstream […] ).”11 In Tarlovskii’s case, these traits come to the fore in a pe-
culiar document kept in his archive and entitled “Proekt literaturnogo mani-
festa” [Draft for a literary manifesto].12 It is dated March/April 1929, a year 
often considered a liminal one in Soviet culture, after which censorship hard-
ened significantly and writers designated as fellow travelers were fiercly—and 
increasingly so—attacked as “anti-Soviet” by representatives of RAPP, the 
Russian Association of Proletarian Writers. This somewhat untimely mani-
festo begins, as dictated by the genre, with a “we”:  

We are transgressors [perekhodniki]. We are not fellow travelers going along 
side by side with the proletariat, in parallel with it, never joining our ways 
with it. Our path forms a zigzag pattern, because we want to know what is 
happening on both sides of the road. […] we are transgressors because it is 
in the very nature of our literary existence and work.13 

The handwritten document is unsigned, leaving the identity of this “we” an 
open question. But it is known that Tarlovskii at the time took active part in 
the literary life of Moscow; he read his poetry at the literary gatherings known 
as Nikitinskie subbotniki14 and his own apartment occasionally turned into a 
spontaneous literary salon with readings by fellow poets such as Georgii 
Shengeli, Evgenii Lann and Sigizmund Krzhizhanovskii15— writers whose or-
igins were also in the south: Odessa, Kharkov, Kiev. Tarlovskii also spent time 
in the “writers’ colony” in Koktebel’, as witnessed by his poem to Maksimilian 
Voloshin and improvisations originating in this milieu.  

The opening of the manifesto establishes a rhetorical figure that will 
structure the whole text: the figure “both” and “in between”, expressed by 
the prefix “pere-” throughout. This figure may be seen as polemically direc-
ted towards the polarizing discourses of the 1920s, which stressed dichoto-
mies such as “proletarian” and “bourgeois”, “revolutionary” and “counter-
revolutionary”, “allied” and “enemy”, etc. But it is perhaps also a reply to an 
earlier literary manifesto, namely the one issued in 1922 by the Serapion 
Brothers, which declared a position of “neither-nor”.16 Tarlovskii’s mani-
festo, in contrast, proceeds to a declaration of loyalty—which gradually 
transforms into a declaration of independence:  

As citizens we are law-abiding to the last letter [velichaishie zakonniki]. […] 
But, as artists, we are lawless. Or, rather, our laws are unstable. They are tran-
sitional [perekhodnyi]. This quality they owe to our memory—visual, audi-
tory and, above all, ideological [ideinaia].17 
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The author/s of the manifesto define themselves as a link [perekhodnoe 
zveno] between the old world and the new and their creative work is charac-
terized as representing a link between polarities:  

As for genre, our literary work is something transitional between lyrical and 
epic. […] Truth we blend with lie, and for truthseekers our works are enig-
matic pictures.18 

As if anticipating the potential corollary of such a literary program, the next 
paragraph makes clear that the “we” of the manifesto do not regard emigra-
tion as an option: 

We write in Russian, but not only for Russians. We are not national. How-
ever, the fact that our mother tongue is Russian and that most of us write 
poetry (a genre which is difficult to translate), makes us especially appreciate 
our existence within the ranks of the Russian workers […].  

Retrospectively, we may perceive a certain irony here: Tarlovskii was soon 
to become completely dependent on translation—specifically, of poetry, the 
most resistant genre. Moreover, the bulk of Tarlovskii's translations was to 
be from poetry produced by “nationals” [natsionaly], representatives of the 
various peoples of the Union.  

A master trope in the manifesto, the “link” gradually takes on a more 
drastic imagery. In the end, the authors arrive at the following declaration: 

We are werewolfs. In daytime we engage in threshing, in the night we roam like 
the gray wolf. We are witches. In the morning we milk the cows, during the 
night we fly to [the witches’] sabbath. We are transgressors, but not so much 
defectors [perebezhchiki] as itinerant blind singers [kaliki perekhozhie].19 

Suggesting some inspiration from the The Lay of Igor’s Campaign [Slovo o 
polku Igoreve] on which Tarlovskii had written his masters’ thesis and also 
translated into modern, versified Russian—a translation actually published 
in 1938—this imagery finally clarifies the essence of the literary program. 
The werewolf, oboroten’, a typical incarnation of the trickster, is a figure who 
both embodies and may be signified by the hyphen: a man-wolf. This is a 
manifesto for the hyphen as such, gradually turning into a parody of the 
genre. It is perhaps also a self-parody acted out at the interface between life 
and letters: since Tarlovskii’s father was a bearer of two first names, the son 
officially acquired the double patronym of Arievich-Wol’fovich [son of Arii 
and son of Wolf].20  
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Poetic transgressions 
Tarlovskii’s obscure origins in the motley pale of settlement and the position 
outside clearcut categories as defined in the manifesto correspond well to the 
second characteristics of the trickster, “Liminality and transgressive vitality”. 
The trickster creates “liminal zones within existing hierarchies and stratifi-
cations” and his principle, Lipovetsky maintains, “is not inversion but de-
construction, the undermining of the system by means of revealing and sub-
verting its logic”.21 In the case of Tarlovskii, these characteristics are closely 
tied to the most important trait of the tricktser’s activities, as seen by 
Lipovetsky, namely its “relation to the sacred”, be it ideological truths, Soviet 
mythology or “anything pretending to be serious, high, or important in con-
temporary society.”22 Such a relation almost by default characterizes the orig-
inal texts Tarlovskii managed to publish after his first collection. 

Thus, the three poems added to his severely censored second book 
Bumerang (1932) invoke both the Soviet imperial myth of Central Asia and 
the keyword of the first five-year plan. However, all Soviet mythologemes 
activated by Tarlovskii are undermined by the style and actual content of the 
texts.23 In the first of these poems, “Vuadil’”, Tarlovskii elaborates on the ho-
monymy of the name of the Uzbek village Vuadil’ and the French expression 
“voi d’île”, which he associates with the escape of Napoleon I from the island 
of Elba: “Otkuda v Aziiu pronik / Napoleonovskii iazyk? / Otkuda topot 
gall’skikh mil’ / V tvoem zvuchan’i, Vuadil’?” [How come Napoleon’s lan-
guage / has penetrated Asia? /How come there’s a clatter of Gallic miles /in 
your sound, Vuadil’?”]24 (in parallel, a hundred days drought in the Uzbek 
village is compared to les Cent Jours of Napoleon’s second rule). And in the 
poem with the programmatic title “Plan”, a series of metadiscursive inter-
ventions cheat all the expectations a reader might have after the two epi-
graphs, one taken from Stalin and one from an unspecified “Oriental epic”. 
Here, planned economy easily merges with poetics because, as declared by 
the poet, “Harmonies are like iron, like forging, / into the plan of my rhym-
ing I have included / all possible reshuffling, / and it’s not for nothing that in 
these hundred lines / has been taken the maximum scope of the stanza.” 
[Ved’ sozvuch’ia, kak zhelezo, kovki, / Ved’ vkliuchil ia v plan moei rifmovki 
/ Vsevozmozhnye perestanovki, / I nedarom v etikh sta strokakh / Vziat pre-
del’nyi dlia strofy razmakh].25 In Rozhdenie rodiny, Tarlovskii’s third and last 
collection, we find the most conspicuous of such pieces, the didactical poem 
“(Tekhnika) x (Chut’e)” [(Technique) x (Flair)]. It carries an epigraph from 
Marx which concerns the work of man as opposed to that of bees, and opens 
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with a rhymed reference to the same locus: “As witnessed by ‘Capital’ / (In 
the first volume, in the fifth chapter) / A new house emerges first / In man’s 
head.” [Po svidetel’stvu “Kapitala” / (V pervom tome, v piatoi glave), / Novyi 
dom voznikaet snachala / V chelovecheskoi golove].26 The visibility of the 
poem was enhanced by the attention paid to it by Maksim Gor’kii, who 
noted that, despite “all the obvious deficiencies” of the piece, it had the merit 
of bringing into poetry for the first time “one of the most valuable ideas of 
the founder of a truly revolutionary philosophy.”27   

As noted by Lipovetsky, tricksterish manipulations of the sacred “typi-
cally include artistic hyperidentification with, and grotesque parody of, a so-
cial role, a set of values, or a discourse.”28 Although this holds true for many 
of Tarlovskii’s published works, the most extreme example is a piece com-
posed in april 1945, “Oda na pobedu (Podrazhanie Derzhavinu)” [Ode to 
Victory (Imitation of Derzhavin)], first published by Mikhail Gasparov in 
2000.29 This is a stylization in full accordance with the alternative title of the 
work, “Ode to the victory over fascist Germany as the author thinks it would 
have been written by a poet who fell asleep in the eighteenth century, some-
where between Trediakovskii and Derzhavin, and woke up most recently.”30 
The ode opens with the invocation “Leninoravnyi marshal Stalin!” [Lenin-
like Marshal Stalin!] and, as observed by Vadim Perel’muter, the rhetorical 
force soon carries the author away, bringing him dangerously close to the 
tonalities of Mandel’shtam’s ill-fated epigram and turning the ode into a sat-
ire.31 Defining the piece as “an exercise in triple rhyming, for the sake of 
which he [Tarlovskii] combined the incompatible: the octave with a parody 
on Derzhavin,” Gasparov stresses the poet’s “true devotion for poetry”: to 
compose such a thing knowing very well that, “from the tenth stanza, at least, 
there was a straight line to the wall [the firing squad]”.32 Bearing in mind the 
final couplet of that stanza, it is easy to agree with both Gasparov and 
Perel’muter: “No vstrel Geennu Stalin sam / V slezakh, struimykh po usam. 
”[But Stalin met Gehenna by himself / in tears which streamed down his 
moustaches.].33 Tarlovskii’s accompanying commentary does not help much 
to disarm the parodic charge; on the contrary: it rather contributes to it, al-
most laying bare the device—as befits the liminal trickster.34 

The main act of deconstruction performed by Tarlovskii was arguably the 
decision to name his third collection Rozhdenie rodiny [Birth of the Moth-
erland]. To give this title to a book partly made up of translations from anon-
ymous originals representing the “literatures of the peoples of the USSR” is 
a trick that lays bare the principles at work in the Soviet mid-1930s, awaiting 
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the 1936 constitution. The “motherland” as a multinational entity was con-
structed in the public space of the time precisely by way of such translations, 
which praised the leader and all the good things brought to the peoples of 
the Union by the revolution.35 The combination of title and content points 
to the mechanics of this very process. Moreover, as shown by archival mate-
rial, the authors of the translated texts included are all specified elsewhere in 
Tarlovskii’s manuscripts. Their names are actually removed from the edition, 
rendering the poems anonymous.36 An instance of “undermining [of] the 
system by means of revealing and subverting its logic”37 is arguably at hand.  

Transgressions in translation 
It is arguably as a translator Tarlovskii displays the most readily recognized 
tricktsterish strategies. Tarlovskii knew Polish and French from university, 
and having spent some months in 1930 as a teacher of Russian in Fergana, 
Uzbekistan, he was at least acquainted with Uzbek, a Turkic language. In the 
early 1930s he began translating for the Department of the Literature of the 
Peoples of the USSR at Goslitizdat [the State Publishing house for Literature], 
which was headed at the time by his friend Georgii Shengeli. Tarlovskii’s trans-
lations of poems from Belorussian, Ukrainian, Azerbaidjani and other lan-
guages began to appear in the press as well. Soon, however, he focused on the 
republic of Kazakhstan, learned some Kazakh (also a Turkic language), visited 
Alma-Ata regularly in the later half of the 1930s, and spent longer periods 
there in 1941, 1942 and 1943. He translated Kazakh epic poems at а total of 
8000 lines,38 and co-translated the Kirghiz national epos Manas with poet-
translators Semen Lipkin and Lev Pen’kovskii to great acclaim.39  

Most famously, Tarlovskii translated the works of Dzhambul Dzhabaev, 
the Kazakh folk poet, or akyn, who emerged in 1936 at the age of 90 and 
produced a large body of ideologically calibrated works until his death in 
1945. Decorated with the Order of Lenin (in 1938) and the Stalin Prize (in 
1941), Dzhambul was the most celebrated of the national bards of Stalinism. 
His works now often figure as an example of Stalin “fakelore”, characterized 
by Gideon Toury, among others, as pseudotranslations; that is, “texts which 
have been presented as translations with no corresponding source texts in 
other languages ever having existed.”40 As I have shown elsewhere,41 this is 
not an adequate description of the operations involved in the production of 
Dzhambul’s oeuvre which, in fact, entailed an institutional framework and 
resulted in original texts as well as translations. A term that better captures 
the practice would be “constellational production”, since this was a process 
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involving several agents, often in fixed constellations consisting of a native 
agent of transcription, an interlinear translator and a final Russian poet-
translator. During the period 1941–1943 Tarlovskii officially held the post as 
Dzhambul’s Russian secretary. His Kazakh counterpart was the poet and ed-
itor Tair Zharokov, secretary of the Kazakh Writers Union. Their collabora-
tion resulted, most famously, in the 1941 poem “Leningradtsy, deti moi” 
[Leningraders, My Children] which is indicative of the mobilizing function 
assigned to Dzhambul translations with the outbreak of war, as distinct from 
their function during the 1930s as parts of nationalities policies and the de-
velopment of the personality cult.42 

In Tarlovskii’s archive we may follow his, at times, tricksterish activities as 
Dzhambul’s main translator during the war years, which often drew on the 
patriotic metadiscourse surrounding the translations. Among them is an arti-
cle, co-written with Zharokov, “ Boevoe slovo Dzhambula” [Dzhambul’s 
Word of Action], which emphasizes the patriotic merits of the akyn, while also 
deconstructing the trick.43 Arguing that Dzhambul’s work is to be equated with 
a “martial feat” (not only do his poems raise the fighting morale among the 
troops, the hundred-years old poet is also heroically contributing the last of 
his strength to the cause), the authors feel themselves obliged to “lift the veil” 
on the complex “process of creation”.44 The circumstances described in the ar-
ticle are not unique. They are well documented in archival material from the 
Nationalities Commission of the Soviet Writers Union in relation to Dzham-
bul as well as to other “oriental” folk poets.45 But the deconstruction of the 
process in public was arguably unseen before, and I have not managed to verify 
the publication of the article. Archival material also reveals Tarlovskii’s at-
tempts to launch a new akyn, whose “creative resources could make his name 
almost as popular outside the borders of Kazakhstan as that of Dzhambul”,46 a 
trick resulting in quite a few translations from this bard (Nurpeis Baiganin) as 
well as from other Kazakh poets .47  

Tarlovskii as “kynic”  
The trait most pertinent to Tarlovskii’s artistic being is to be found in 
Lipovetsky’s elaboration of Sloterdijk’s category of “kynicism” in relation to 
the trickster figure. Kynicism, as defined by Sloterdijk, is the “only functional 
opposition to cynicism”. It is connected to joyful play and laughter and its 
essence “consists in a critical, ironical philosophy of so-called needs, in the 
elucidation of their fundamental excess and absurdity”.48 Among Soviet 
tricksters, kynicism is pointed out by Lipovetsky, for example, “in the excess 
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and lack of any pragmatic motive” underlying the tricks of Behemot and Ko-
roviev in Bulgakov’s novel.49 It is found in the way Khulio Khurenito (in Eh-
renburg’s novel) “methodically transforms all serious—and invariably—
cynical rituals and discourses of power, including those of the revolutionary 
Russia, into self-deconstructing kynical performances”.50 These characteri-
zations all apply to Tarlovskii, who, I would argue, emerges as a kynic in all 
of his projects. He is a compulsive, excessive versifier, lyricist and stilizator, 
who cannot refrain from ironically thematizing the most peculiar and at 
times horrible situations—in seeming contradiction to the pragmatic needs 
of the moment. 

Thus, in 1935, Tarlovskii submitted a proposal for a new volume of po-
ems, Borenie ironii [Fighting Irony]. The title obvivously harks back to his 
first volume, Ironicheskii sad, and the need for “fighting” certain tendencies 
implied in the heavy censorhsip of his second book (Pochtovyi golub’ ending 
up as Bumerang). The new volume was to feature 46 poems, out of which a 
significant share carried generical designations such as shutka [joke] fanta-
ziia [fantasy] and legenda [legend]. Among them were pieces such as “Gifts 
from America (а legend about syphilis)”, “Two sheets of paper (agitational 
joke)”, “To the inaugaration of a new planet (ironical cosmogony)”. Partic-
ularly indicative of the kynicist mood is the shutka “Krov’ i liubov’” [Blood 
and love] which treats the topic of insemination of swine in a way quite re-
moved from any standard kolkhoz pattern: “Obsemenit’ i izmenit’ / I novym 
kholodet’ romanom—/ Kakaia d’iavol’skaia nit’ / Mezhdu svin’ei i Don-
Zhuanom!” [Insemimate throughout and betray/ and be chilled by a new 
romance—/ what a devilish thread between a swine and Don Juan!].51 The 
focus here on bodily functions “generally surrounded by moral taboos” is 
another trait characterizing both the kynic52 and Tarlovskii. Such is the case, 
for example, in the poem “Svershitel’ treb” [Performer of Rites] which actu-
ally appeared in Bumerang. It is about “an ordinary louse” and the changing 
conditions of its nourishment (from a dead body to a couple making love): 
“Ochevidets i svershitel’ treb, / V mukakh smerti i pylu zachatii / Ty sosesh’ 
blagoukhannyi khleb / I na nem kladesh’ svoi pechati!” [An eyewitness and 
performer of rites, /in the torments of death and the heat of conception / you 
suck the scented bread / and leave on it your seals].53 Even at the end of his 
unfortunate career Tarlovskii holds on to his kynicism, as witnessed by the 
poem “Fantaziia na ura-patrioticheskuiu temu” [Fantasy on a Euphorical-
Patriotic Theme] (1950), which satirizes the political campaigns of the late 
1940s against “cosmopolitanism” and “kowtowing to the West” as well as 
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the promotion of “Russian priorities” in science and art; that is, the pur-
ported Russian/Soviet provenance of virtually all important inventions. The 
“Russian priority” claimed here in the excessive form of 15 octaves is the 
genre of elaborate cussing—matershchina: “O da, ne vsё u nas izobreli: /Pre-
tendovat’ ne stanem my, pozhalui, / Na mantii, chto nosiat koroli, / Na bri-
uki galife i french lezhalyi. / Bifshteks i shnitsel, dazhe bef-buli, / Khot’ zharili 
i nashi ikh kruzhala, / Priznat’ my mozhem detishchem chuzhim, / No ma-
terchshiny my ne otdadim” [Oh no, we did not invent everything, / we surely 
don’t make claims on / the mantle worn by kings, / on riding-breeches and 
the stale service-jacket. / Beefsteak and schnitzel, even boeuf-bouilli, / alt-
hough these were roasted in our taverns as well, / we could admit that they 
are foreign brainchilds, / but our matershchina we don’t give away.].54  

Southern subjectivity 
As we have seen, the tricksterish element in Tarlovskii’s case is not limited 
to the imaginative worlds of his artistic creations; rather, these works in their 
entirety function as tricks and, transgressing the line between literature and 
life, render Tarlovskii himself a trickster figure in the social context of Sta-
linism. One of Tarlovskii’s fictional works, however, actually features a char-
acter with substantially tricksterish traits, namely the lengthy verse memoir 
Veselyi strannik [The Merry Wanderer], composed by Tarlovskii in 1935 to 
commemorate the recently deceased Eduard Bagritskii. In conclusion, I will 
dwell on this work in order to suggest some ways in which the case of Tar-
lovskii may shed additional light on the phenomenon of the trickster in So-
viet culture.  

With the title taken from a line in Bagritskii’s poem “Til’ Ulenshpigel” 
[Till Eulenspiegel]—devoted to the classical German trickster character—
Tarlovskii portrays Bagritskii and central figures of his literary milieu in 
Odessa in 1920–1921. Scenes from city life during war communism alternate 
with descriptions of the always hungry poets’ mobilization for agitational 
work at IugROSTA (a branch of the Russian Telegraph Agency) and as par-
ticipants in the “living gazette” [zhivaia gazeta], an oral substitute for news-
papers during conditions of severe paper shortage (the poets acting as the 
“cultural page”). Events such as a circus performance, poetry readings within 
the Poets’ Collective and various pranks are rendered with constant self-re-
flection on the part of the narrator. In addition, the memoir is appended by 
a commentary in prose which provides historical and biographical back-
ground and reveals the many literary references, thus deconstructing the 
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work in the way we have seen above. From Tarlovskii’s earlier literary prac-
tice we recognize the equilibristic play with form, the parodic mood and the 
stylization. The imitation of style is even foregrounded as a theme when Ba-
gritskii is shown performing as a blestiashchii stilizator [a brilliant stylist] in 
a triuk [trick], faking the eight poets missing in order to gain a desirable ma-
jority in an election to the Collective’s board.55 A focus on bodily functions 
is manifest throughout the memoir, and the “relation to the sacred” is estab-
lished in a stanza that pictures Bagritskii’s telling of his meeting with Stalin: 
“I vot nash drug nam povestvuet metko, / Chem byl tot raut dlia nego bogat, 
/ Kogda ozhivshii v zal voshel plakat, / Raz v sorok vyrosshaia statuetka.” 
[And so our friend tells us aptly / about the riches of this reception, / when 
into the hall entered a poster, / a forty times enlarged statuette].56 Portraying 
“The leader” as derivative of his own ideological representation is arguably 
another instance of “undermining [of] the system by means of revealing and 
subverting its logic.”57  

Apart from Bagritskii himself, The Merry Wanderer features portraits of 
Iurii Olesha, Il’ia Il’f and Evgenii Petrov, Valentin Kataev, Lev Slavin and 
Georgii Shengeli, who were all members of what Tarlovskii—in analogy with 
Bagritskii’s first poetry collection Iugo-Zapad —calls the “southwest pleiad.” 
Several stanzas are devoted to the relocation of this group of writers to the 
“north”—the capitals of the empire—compared by the author to migrating 
cranes.58 In addition to these “seven foremost stars”, Tarlovskii comments, 
more than fifty Odessan writers made their way into Soviet Russian litera-
ture during the first post-revolutionary decade and “will occupy their right-
ful place in the ‘star’ catalogue of the future bibliographer”.59 The list of such 
authors provided in the commentary includes well-known writers such as 
Babel’ and Paustovskii, but also several poets who, like Tarlovksii himself, 
were to make a living almost exclusively as translators: Semen Lipkin, Arka-
dii Shteinberg, Adelina Adalis.  

What Tarlovskii thus pinpoints in his verse memoir is, I would argue, an 
important geographical dimension of Soviet tricksterism—its origins in the 
“southwest”. Among the authors represented in Lipovetsky’s study of the 
phenomenon, both Il’f and Petrov and Ehrenburg were from Odessa, Bulga-
kov was from Kiev, Olesha was born in the same town as Tarlovskii, Elisa-
vetgrad, which also happens to be the birthplace of yet another tricksterish 
poet-perevodchik, Arsenii Tarkovskii.60 Soviet tricksterism has its roots in a 
“southern”, or rather “southwestern”, subjectivity nourished by the specific 
cultural makeup of the region.  
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Although many of the authors involved were of Jewish origin, this sub-
jectivity was not “ethnical” in character, an issue actually commented upon 
in the verse memoir. Tarlovskii pictures Bagritskii spending time with Ole-
sha, who, as noted in the commentary, played an important role in “the for-
mation of the mind” of the former. Olesha declares: “I don’t care that you’re 
a semite! / We are relatives”. 61 Neither Olesha, nor Bulgakov or Tarkovskii 
were Jews.  

Prior to Tarlovskii’s memoir, the literary expression of the “southern” 
subjectivity had been described by Viktor Shklovskii in his 1933 article 
“Iugo-Zapad”, which established the “southwestern Russian school” as a fact 
of literary history. 62 Setting out to clarify the traditions of the school (geo-
graphically located in Odessa), Shklovskii emphasized the significance of 
place: the international character of the seaport, the location of a Russian 
literary school on Ukrainian territory. Odessa is compared to Alexandria—
a Greek city on Egyptian soil, the culture of which was neither Greek nor 
Egyptian. The Odessans, Shklovskii maintained, are Levantines, part of a 
Mediterranean culture. The foremost trait of the southwestern school (in 
poetry as well as in prose), Shklovskii argues, is, the siuzhet [the plot]. As 
always interested in the genesis, migration and mutation of literary forms, 
Shklovskii points out that the siuzhet had entered modern Russian poetry 
via western models, through imitations of the English ballade. The “south-
western” Russians looked in the same direction: “Moving towards new 
themes they tried to master them through the west.”63 It was by mirroring 
themselves in “the foreign” that the southwestern Russians got sight of them-
selves, Shklovskii declares. Referring to Bagritskii’s poem about the German 
trickster whose name means “owl-mirror”, he continues: in “the mirror of 
Eulenspiegel” were reflected and made visible “Odessa’s smugglers, who 
were later to appear in the stories of Babel’, Vera Inber and Il’f and Petrov.” 
The form of the verse Bagritskii had acquired from the west: “From Walter 
Scott, from Burns, from Kipling, Bagritskii learned the narrative verse 
[siuzhetnyi stikh] and, having mastered the foreign mirror, he could at last 
begin to speak in his own voice in ‘Duma pro Opanasa.’”64 The article ends 
with a prophesy inaugurating a new literary era: “The South Russian school 
will have a very large impact on the following, plot-centered [siuzhetnyi] pe-
riod of Sovet literature.”65  

The timing of Shklovskii’s article was unlucky, however. He was imme-
diately attacked in the press for its alleged “formalism”, which was juxta-
posed to the socialist realism being promoted as the First Congress of Soviet 
Writers was approaching. 66 The proclamation of a particular “South Russian 
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school” was improper, to say the least, in view of the imminent unification 
of literature under the auspices of a single Writers’ organization. Shklovskii 
had to dissociate himself publicly from his own article.67 So, too, did Tarlov-
skii in his verse memoir: having listed the names of the migrating south-
Russian authors in his commentary, he declared: “I state all these facts far 
from solidarizing myself with V. Shklovskii’s article about the ‘Levan-
tines.’”68 In the actual verses, however, there is a conspicuous presence of 
Shklovskian themes and references: “ […] Net, mozhet byt’ dlia prozy v tom 
tiuke / Lezhat uzly zaputannykh siuzhetov; // Byt’ mozhet, zhiv tam teplyi 
dukh tavern /V ochaiannoi krivoi “Tristrama Shendi”, / Byt’ mozhet, etot 
putnik—staryi Stern, / Ch’ia fabula teper’ nam snova vzbrendit; // [No, per-
haps in that sack / are knots of entangled plots for prose; // Perhaps, there 
the warm atmosphere of the taverns is still alive / in the reckless curve of 
Tristram Shandy, / perhaps, this wanderer is old Sterne, / whose story drives 
us crazy again].”69 According to Tarlovskii’s commentary, these lines refer to 
Lev Slavin, who “during these years was into Sterne”.70 But it was a well-
known fact that Sterne figured prominently among Shklovskii’s scholarly in-
terests, and the use of the formalist terms siuzhet and fabula rather points to 
a tricksterish play operating with allusions and false, or at least double, at-
tributions.71 Shklovskii, as the chronicler of the southwestern school, argua-
bly had a place in the verse memoir, but as he had been labelled a “class en-
emy”,72 he was an unwise reference (unless in negative terms, as in Tarlov-
skii’s commentary). During 1933, the attacks against Shklovskii’s article had 
grown into a broader “discussion” of “formalism” in the arts which heralded 
the notorious campaign of 1936. It was Tarlovskii’s intention to publish the 
memoir and, sending it to Krasnaia nov’ in 1935, he provided his own de-
construction of the work. It was, he explained, based on an interplay between 
“irony” and “pathos” in which he had, as he thought, achieved “a balance”: 
“The irony has saved me from an excessive elevation of the characters (above 
all, Bagritskii’s entourage), the pathos, reversely, has saved me from an ex-
cessive abasement of these characters (above all, Bagritskii himself).”73 Re-
ferring to the fact that his work had always been characterized by such a 
blend, Tarlovskii appeals to the editor to see in this trait “a virtue”, a request 
apparently not granted, since the piece remained unpublished.74 

Tarlovskii’s commemorative poem not only depicts the tricksterish figure 
of Bagritskii and literary life in post-revolutionary Odessa, it is in itself—as we 
have seen—an expression of the southern subjectivity described. A trait that 
contributes significantly to the atmosphere of the work is the translingual 
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character of the text. Bagritskii himself, Tarlovskii comments, “liked to inter-
sperse his language with argotic words and macaronic Russian-Jewish expres-
sions” (the one explained here is “kish mir in…” [kiss my…])75 and many of 
the entries in the commentary are glosses of foreign words: “‘drel’—argotic, 
southern word meaning invention [or fabrication]”; “‘drek’ in conversational 
Jewish langugage means excrements”76; “‘Donnerwetter’ is in German thunder 
and lightning”; “‘Zhurbai’— Ukrainian name of a field lark”.77 Most conspic-
uous among the various languages featured in the poem is blatnoi zhargon—
an entire stanza is written in this argot of criminal subcultures. The stanza is 
an utterance belonging to a person who is presented as “the main organizer” 
of the activities of the Poets’ Collective. It is translated by Tarlovskii in the 
commentary: “In the blat (thieves’) jargon, with words of which he [the organ-
izer] liked to intersperse his speech, ‘ksiva’ means a document granting its 
holder right to reside, ‘linka’ means a passport in some other’s name, ‘kukla’ 
means a bundle which contains money or valuables”; “‘Lipa’ in thief jargon 
means falsification”78. This figure—the limp makher—thus comes to the fore 
as a blatmeister, an essential mark of a trickster.79 

Southern subjectivity, it appears, is in itself translingual in character and 
therefore entails a heightened awareness of linguistic expression, a condi-
tion, one may argue, for the kind of metareflection so typical of Tarlovskii’s 
memoir. A reflection to this effect was actually made by Shklovskii in the 
manuscript to his article about the “South-West” but failed to appear in the 
published version: “It seems to me that this is in many ways a Ukrainian 
school which has realized itself in Russian. It is a self-translation, so to say.”80 
Such a condition, producing an inner outsider and a double vision, is argu-
ably a good starting point for a trickster as well as a poet-perevodchik.  

Conclusion: The hyphen as hero 
The life and work of Mark Tarlovskii may strike a distant observer as a series 
of contingent, heterogenous and frequently aborted projects, a conventional 
story—among many others—of poetic talent that was denied full realization 
under the conditions of Stalinism and was wasted on “forced” translation 
labor. A somewhat closer look at Tarlovskii’s original oeuvre reveals an 
astonishing blend of particular traits which nevertheless makes an impres-
sion of something incidental: the virtuos versifier, the equilibristic stylist, the 
champion of bizarre topics and bold bodily humour. Looking at the literary 
and biographical projects of Tarlovskii through the lens of the trickster ar-
chetype—as applied to Soviet culture by Mark Lipovetsky—lends a certain 
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coherence to both. Thematizing the mediary position in his unpublished lit-
erary manifesto and embodying it throughout life in a series of hyphenated 
characteristics, Mark Arievich-Wol’fovich Tarlovskii, Russian-Jewish poet, 
poet-translator, representative and celebrator of the southwestern literary 
school, emerges as a quintessential trickster, whose tricks, moreover, are per-
formed in a mediary position, in between life and letters. If there is a main 
hero in the (far from conventional) story of Tarlovskii, it is the hyphen—as 
befits the son of a typographer. And conversely, if we look at Lipovetsky’s 
study through the lens of Tarlovskii, and his verse memoir in particular, we 
are made aware of the geographical dimension of Soviet tricksterism: its or-
igins in the southwest and a self-reflecting, translingual and playful southern 
subjectivity. 
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